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A Note on Clebsch -Gordan Series 
KENNETH BACLAWSKI 
College of Computer Science, Northeustern U iversity, Boston, Mussuchusetts 02115 
The purpose of this note is to make explicit some of the implicit onjectures and 
questions i  Baclawski, Adv. in Appl. Muth. 5 (1984), 416-432. While one of the 
conjectures can be stated ntirely in combinatorial terms, the others involve a 
mixture ofcombinatorics, algebra, andLie theory. Q 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. A RESOLUTION OF THE CLEBSCH-GORDAN MODULE 
Let G be a connected, semisimple complex Lie group, of rank r, with 
weight lattice A. The Weyl group w of G acts on A. For each X E A, 
define a new action fYY on A by 
4-4 = 4 + h + P) - A - P foraE%‘-andpEA, 
where p is half the sum of the positive roots (i.e., p = (l,l,. . . ,l) in the 
Dynkin basis). Let { ai} be the simple roots of the Lie algebra ofG; let 
{xi} (resp. { y,}) be the corresponding raising (resp. lowering) operators; 
and let {q } be the corresponding reflections in YY.The Bruhat order will 
be used to give w the structure of a partially ordered set. 
For X E ?‘Y’, write hi for the ith component ofX with respect tothe 
Dynkin basis. Let A+ = {X~AlX~>Oforeveryi}bethesetofdominant 
weights. Define a function n(X, ~1, (I, i) for X, p E A, u E W and i = 
1 9.e.7 r by 
n(L II, 09 i) = ((Jx(Pcl)); + A; + 1. 
Write A(v) for the irrep ofG whose highest weight is v E A+. 
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CONJECTURE 1. For A, v E Ai, and ~1 E A, there isa unique (commuta- 
tive) diagram D,“(X) onthe partially ordered set W such that 
a. The stalk ofD,‘(X) atu E W is given by 
b. Zf r = uiu > (I in W, then the structure map D,‘(X), + D,“(X). is
given by 
i 
Xn(A,p.a,i) I when (X, p, u, i) 2 0, 
y;-nhwJ.i) when (X, p, u, i) < 0. 
CONJECTURE 2. The cohomology of the diagram D,‘(X) is trivial n 
positive dimensions. 
It follows from Conjecture 2 and the Biedenharn-Louck formula [3] that 
where W,‘(X) is the “Clebsch-Gordan module” defined in [l]. This equality 
is equivalent to the Parthasarathy-RangaRao-Varadarajan formula [6, 
Proof of Theorem 2.11. Onthe other hand, because W is Cohen-Macaulay 
with * 1 Mobius function (see [4] for aproof of this), it also follows from 
Conjecture 2 that W,‘(X) can be “resolved” in the sense that here is an 
exact sequence 
where ach C” is a direct sum of weight spaces ofA(v)*; indeed, 
C” = Cl3 D,‘(%, 
OEW 
I(o)=m 
where /(a) is the length of u (i.e., the minimum number of simple 
reflections uj required by afactorization of u using only simple r flections). 
The coboundary maps C” + Cm+’ are built from polynomials in the 
raising and lowering operators. 
Conjectures 1 and 2 may possibly extend to the cases inwhich vE A \ A+ 
or XEA\A’. For the conjectures to make sense, the weight spaces 
“(v>~o,,,, must be interpreted as either A(v’)f,*(,,) or “(v’):,~~~, wherev’ 
is the image of v in A+ under W. In addition, Conjecture 2 may have to be 
modified toassert only that D,‘(X) iscohomologically trivial n all but one 
dimension. 
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2. LITTLEWOOD-RICHARDSON RULES FOR OTHER LIE GROUPS 
Let v E A+ and p E A. The dimension rn; = dim A,(v) = dim R(V)?,, 
is called an inner multiplicity of G in contrast to mL( A) = dim W,“(X) 
which is an outer multiplicity (this being something of amisnomer since it is 
always the case that m;(X) I mt). In the case G = SU(n), the Weyl 
tableaux ofshape vand weight p enumerate y;. Indeed, several methods 
are known for constructing bases of A,(v) usmg properties of the Weyl 
tableaux. Similar tableau methods have also been developed for the other 
classical semisimple Li groups (see, for example, [5]) and even for one 
nonclassical Lie group [2]. Write 3:” for the set of tableaux of shape vand 
weight p. The two main results of[l], namely Corollary 4 and the 
SU(n)-outer multiplicity rule, may be stated succinctly as follows: 
THEOREM 1. For any G, there is a function b:5” + A+ such that m;(X) 
is the number of elements of{ Tlb(T) < A}. 
THEOREM 2. For G = SU(n), a function b as above can be described 
explicitly, and acombinatorial correspondence can be given between {Tlb(T) 
I X } and the tableaux ofthe Littlewood-Richardson rule. 
As a result ofTheorems 1 and 2, it is natural towonder whether there are 
other Littlewood-Richardson rules.M re precisely, we pose 
PROBLEM 1. For any combinatorial enumeration of the inner multiplici- 
ties of a Lie group G, find an explicit andeasily computed function b that 
enumerates the outer multiplicities of G in the sense of Theorem 1above. 
3. THE MULTIPLICITIES OF THE CHARACTERISTIC NULLSPACES 
Unlike the other conjectures and problem above, the questions i  this 
section are expressible n purely combinatorial terms. For v E A+, Jo E A, 
and j E {l,..., rnt}, the jth characteristic nullspace (of shape v and 
weight II), isthe inverse image sSj = (m;)-‘([0, j)). For the origin ofthis 
terminology, see [11. Note that m;(X) is computable in combinatorial terms 
by Theorem 1, at least .for SU(n). 
For given vand CL, the characteristic nullspaces arenot necessarily al  
distinct. The multiplicity of .Nc A+ is the number of indices j uch that 
JV= .$. In [l] it was shown that as n increases there exist characteristic 
nullspaces of SU(n) with arbitrarily high multiplicity. In fact, here exist 
characteristic nullspaces of SU(4) with arbitrarily high multiplicity. Take 
p = 0 and consider the sequence ofshapes (2,1,0), (4 2,0), . . . .In more 
graphic terms, these shapes are shown in Fig. 1. The maximum characteris- 




and have multiplicities 2,3,4,. .. 
PROBLEM 2. How do the multiplicities of h  characteristic nullspaces 
vary with v? For example, are they bounded by O(lvl), where Iv1 = Civi? 
Can one give amore precise bound, perhaps ofthe form &C,vi? 
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